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THE great leader of the Chinese people Chairman Mao has pointed out : "'Why did Lenin speak of 
exen:i~ing diclatorship over the bourgeoisie? It is m--
scntinl to get this qu'-""'tion clear. Lack of clnrity on this 
question will lead Co revi!lionism." In the current move-
ment to sludy 1hc theocy of the dictatorship of the 
_proletariat, we should .study the Marxist theories on the 
dictatorship of the proletariat end the revolution in 
education in connection with the struggle between the 
two classes and the two lines on the educational front. 
This is of great practical significance to us in keeping 
to the orientation .of the revolution in education and 
further transforming schools into Instruments of the 
• dictatorship of tJu, ,proletariat. 
Cfear•Cut Clas; Character of Education 
Marxism holds that education is an important com--
ponent part or the superstructure. A given education 
reflects . the politics and ect>nomy of a given society 
and at the same time exerts a great react.ion on them. 
·In class soci~ty. education. hes a clear-cut class character 
and it Ja)ways .serves the political line of a specific class. 
All classes, 11evoluHonary or counter-revolutionary, in-
va1·iably use ~ducation .as their tool for overthrowing or 
:;afeguarding the dictatorship of a certain class. There 
is no such thing as education that stands above classes. 
In capitalist society, education is an instrument of 
the dictatorship of the bourgeolsie. While doing every .. 
thing possible to trnin its children into its successors 
and defenders. the bourgeoisie gives 1he children of 
the labauring people an enslaving education and trains 
them to become U'-cful slaves crca1ing profits (or the 
bourgeoisie ~nd not disturbing its life of trnnquillity 
and leii;ure. Lenin stressed : "Since they were thoroughly 
imbued with tin• class spirit, the old schools n11turally 
gil\'c knowledge onl~· to the children of the · bourgL-oisie. 
E, •cry word wa-. falsified in the interests of the bour-
i;eoisie. In th~e srhools the younger generation of 
wurk~n and pmu,anl~ were not so much ectu<"aled as 
driUl'd in the inecn:,,(-. nf that bourgeoisie." (The Tasks 
of the Youth Lf'agur,.~.) 
Education of th,, prulelariat is diametrically opposed 
to that of an 1he exploiting classes : To thoroughly 
ovc1·throw the bnur ~t•uh,ie and all othe1· exploiting 
cl:l!ii<f:s. replace th <: dictHton ;hip or the bourgc>oisie with 
the dictator ship of lhe proletariat, use socialism to 
triumph over capitnlism nnd ultimately realize com-
munism - this is the great historical mission of the 
proletariat and the fundamental tuk or proletarian 
education as well. After the October Revolution. Lenin 
explicitly pointed out that the J)l'oletariat must lunda -
mentally transform education accordm, to its .own 
image so as to tum education into · an instrumJ:!pt ot 
the dictatori.hlp of the proletariat. He said: It fs· nec-
essary .. to eomplele the work that began wi!,!J the 
October Revolution in 181'1 to convert tho adao<tF from 
an instrument of the class rule ef the bou'fleoisl~ into 
an instrument for the overthrow of that rule ~gd tor 
the con1plcte abolition of the cllvlsion of IC>Ciety \ into 
classes. The schools must become aa 'lnstrament"itf the 
dlcta1orship of tho pro'letariaf. i.e., • vehicle not tnf rely 
of the general principles of communism but also of the 
Ideological. organlzational ancl educational lnf1U!iff$C of 
the proletariat on the senu-prolctariu and llon;irole-
tarian sections of the worklng ~pie with the ,;lljcd 
of completely suppressiq the ~ance ot the ~i ptoi-
tcrs and of buildin,c the communist &)'stem. n ' (~raft 
ProgTamme o/ the R.C.P.[B.]) ... 
• Two•Une Struggle on. Educational Front '. · · 
To transform schools into instruments of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat for training succtssors 
to the proletarian revolutionary -cause or to tur~f H1em 
into instruments of _the dict.atoa.bip of the bourgeo!~fe _. or
train ina intellectual aristocrats to restore capita}!:.~ is 
a fundamental issue in the two-line struggle on th e 
educational front. 'l'he- foundlng of fhe Peopte•~ Re-
public or China in 1949 marked the great victory · (If the 
·new-democratic revolution and thil beginning of •~e so -
cialist revolution in China. At this turning point in 
the Chinese revolution, Chairman Mao took e se r ies of 
important measures to consolidate the newly estapt\ shed 
political power oC the proletRrint . An important link in 
these measu1-cs was to reform, systematically ' and 
prudently, the old schools and educational undert r kl' ,12-' 
and the old social-<:Ultural undertakings, ea a~ t " 
mc.-et the ·needs of the newly established superstr. µc1ur c· 
and et.-onomic base. We uphold the dictatorship of , he· 
p1·oletariat and stdve to build .socialism; wher ea s Liu 
Shao-chi and his like wunted to •·consolidate th e ncw-
dt>mocratic order " which actually amounted to re sto n r;:; 
cnpitalinn. On the educational front, they dam ·om·,·d · 
"We are not familiar with the ways ;)f running e du : .1-
tion . • . . So what shall we do? Basically we sh ou·t: 
follow the old way and keep it basically intact ." Whc.:!wr 
to thoroughly reform the old education or to "kei ·p 1t 
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bru.lcally int.net" i:. a :tinrp struggle between the two 
l!ne.s on the educational front · · 
During the long years of revoluUonary wars 
l 'hairman Mllo always; ettache1 crent importance to th~ 
• ork of school educati on. Ap!.J1ying the principle of 
~? .te graUng th~ universal t..'"tlth of Marxism-Leninism 
,. ith the concrete practice of the Chinese revolution, he_ 
l- i d down the line, policiCJ ond met."'lods !or the 
1~roletarlan revolution - 1n ea.\!cafion. In his · in--
.s :ription written in December 1937 on the occasion' 
ui the establishment and opening of the 3henpd (North-
ern Shensi) Public Scho.,1, Ch3irman Mao put forward 
in clear-cut terms the task of th~ proletarian schools. 
He said: . "It is necessary to train a crut manv people 
as "VJnguards of the _ revolution. l"eople who are politi-
cally far--sigMed. People hnhuM with the spirit of 
struggle and se1£-sncrifk ,~ People with l~ene!ls of 
mind whc are 1:>yal, 2cti 'llc and up right. People who 
-::ieve r pursue sdfish in t erests, but a re wholeheartedly 
!or thz liberatio ·1 of the nation and nociety. People 
·,~ho fear no diffku1He:: , hut remnin stcnd!ruit nnd ad-
v anc~ courag~u siy in the face of dif ficulties. People 
\( bu n"C n !!ither h:gb nnd mighty nor seekers after the 
.. n: eiight, irnt m·e conscic.n1ious and full 1): .pracUcaJ 
ocr.se. If China has a host o1 s~ch vangunrd eiem~u"ts. 
"''I< tr.sks of the Chines'! revolution wi!!" ht;; n•cces3fuUy 
kl •. i!!r.cl.~ Later. in Ye:1bn, he person ... lly founded .the 
1-..;.ti-~apat?e:;e Military and Politic:a1 Coll-egl.:!. This rol-
)ege for training cadres gave top priority to transform-
ing the students' ideology and ltePping b the correct 
>.,)()};'.i<'a.1 -ori~tation 3!1d pla~ it ;.oove all othe :- work. 
.Am' t..,b cc.'!e~e followed _ the Marxist-Leninist prin-
t.iples of co nbinir,tt theor.f with p, "Ctic", combini,;g 
~ucation :ylith produ..:!tive !abour :md enabling intellec-
:n :i!s to int Pgrale 0-i:?msel ·;es •r1ith the 'Vorkers and 
:;;,a?sants. Under the ~id:-nce cf Chairman Mao;s rev-
:tionary line, schools in t..'le base areas trained mil-
~ ~i" JS oi re• o1u! b m1ry fip hte rs, tJ-ic.-eby making a great 
--· ntr foutio11 t o t.ne vi cto.:y of l'1c Chir,e..! revolution. 
Liu Sh.::>-chi., l.owe ver, cp ;?n1y opposed Chairman 
J.'.no's revolutio~ 1ary line ,,nd nega ,ed the experience or 
-+'1e old b::;~ areas in edu ci:-.lion . By "keeping it 
oas.icnlly intuct" he meant J{!tting foe landford and 
<:npit ali.lt clas s~s continu .e to domlm ;.te our schools and 
tu m ihem into instrum ents for resturir,f: capitalism. 
In his b ri:I .ant .vtr ks On the CorrP."t Rand.ling of Con.. 
tr adicti ,, . ,s Am ong t 1t<? People and Speech at the Chi-
- ~se C.in.m unist Partv ',; Nati onal Conference on. Prop-
<1<1anda Work, both published in 1957, .::hairman Mao 
t •. •ste mati r :illy set forth the t.heory of continuing the 
, Jvolutio 11 und er t he di<.',.' orship of the proletariat and 
lai d it ,h wn t ha t "01.r edut"ational policy must enable 
~' ryont" " ho rcL.:h ·es an cdu't a tion to ,lcvelop moralJy, 
mt llcct ,.:i1ly and physically and become a worker with 
b oth sccialist consd ousne ss and cuH.ure,-» Thanks to 
fr,c efforts and .s.trn ggle hy Communist Party me mbers 
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'--ommu n,s t You th Le.igue members, revo h tionary 
cadres and revoluti onary intellectuals, some progre/iS 
!-.as be en ma de on the educa~ional !ront. The educa-
1:e,nal rev oiuti on tnat sw ept the coun try in 1958 deall 
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.a po"'.'_erful blow at the old l.>ducational system . But 
;until the start of the · Great Pr9letarian CUltur.sl Ii.ev-
olution, owing to ·Liu Shao-chi's frenzied purs uance ol 
the revisionist line in eaucation, there was thE: se1icnl8 · 
&ltua~o~ o_n ~:he educational fro~t in ~hlch ·the bo~~i 
Se<?isie exercised dictatorship over the proletariat". _ u · 
view of this situation, Chairman Mao on May 7, 19!36 
is..crued the great call ln the "May 7 Directivt ': ,; .... t,u 
lc~gth of sch ooling should be shortened, educntlon shoulo 
be nvolutlonized, 'and the domination oi ou!' scb·o~~il 
and colleges by bourgeois intellectuals should not bo 
tolerated any lon,i,:er." During the Great Prol etari an 
Cultural Revoluti on personally lrutiated and .led by 
-chairman Mao, the · tw o bourgeois headquarters of Liu 
Shao--clrl and Un Pia o were smashed and th eir revi-
sionist line -.vas re pu diated: Beginning on July .27, 19&t:, 
Mao Tsetung Th ough t ·propaganda t1!ams for med by 
workers ana poor and lower-middle peasants alon g wm. 
the People's Liberation Am1y men entered the schocli. 
·one alt.er another in response to Chairman Mao's call 
"They seized back the leadership in the field of educa -
tion, shattered the domina tion of schools by bourg eois 
intellectuals and created a ne w situ a tion in edu1:ati ona.i 
revolution. The Great Proletnriar. Cultural Revolut~ •'l 
has br0'..1ght abo u t fundamental changes· in the po litical 
-·orientation of schools and in the way of running th em, 
thus turning them tnto instruments of th e -dictators hip. t>£ 
the pmletarint rOl' im plemen ti ng the Party's basic Jine 
and training succ essors to ·the pl"oletarian rev olu tionary 
~ause. After occupying the positions µi education, the 
working class ~ Ma1-xism-Lerunism-Mao Tset ung 
Thought to transfonn the universiti es and coll eg!'s : and 
conscientiously implemen t the policy that "ed ucation 
must serve proletarian politi cs ond be .combined with 
productive labour.'• In accordance with Chairman Mao 's 
directive of July 21, 1968, reforms have been r.1:.i.dc 
in the university enrolment system so as to select sh 1-
dents from among workers anG peasants. 5ci1(lols r 
run in an open-door way, and teachers and ·sh1denti; 
are ei1couraged to integrate themselves with the wo'"k-
ers and peasants. A new generation of proletarian in-
tellectuals are growing up and maturing. This profound 
change now taking place in the field of education dt•m-
om:trates the tremendous vitality and broad pro:;pects 
'Of the proletarian revolution in education. · 
It must be po inted out that the victory we ll. \'e 
won is on ly the first slep in a 10,000-li long marc h 
Since schools have long been the "hereditary domr1ip ' 
of the expl oiting class es, where intellectuals are found 
in la1·gc numbers, bourgeois periagogical id eas anq lh , 
old force o! habit still have an extensive market 1! ~•1, 
and the world outl ook of most intellectuals is h:,<:ic, h· 
bourg eo is. Such a sta te or arfairs cann ot be l'ha .,,i::L·· . 
until after a considerably long peri od of ti me, ,md da s• 
s truggle and the two-line st1•uggle remain ven, ;i._•~:, • 
in th e field of education . There have been r.b , i· :·d 
t alks recently in edm:at.ion.11 circles to the efft>!'t t i. :,. 
th e que stion of the orientation of edu cational revnlu 1i<:n 
''has never been solved well.'' This is, in fact. n quc,,-
lion of whether to k eep to th e or ientation of education;,' 
revo1uti o;1 and car1y th e prole tarian revoluti on in <>:iu-
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, cal ion thl'uugh to the end or to rcvcr. ~c the prcviouG 
vcrdicL<; on the revisionist line in education and restore 
the old educational sy.c;tcm under which bom·gcois in-
iellcctuals .dominated our schools. Therefore, much 
·arduous work remains to be done and much efforts 
have to be mn·dc if we are to slick to the orientation 
~r educational rev olution, occupy all the positions 
in education with Marxism-Lenini sm-Mao Tselung 
Thought, and trnn sform schools into in struments of the 
dictator s-hip of the pr oletariat. 
Toh Class Slruggl9 ~s the K~y Link 
To transform schools into instruments of the 
dict:i l orship of the proletariat, it is imperative to take 
cla :.,; stru~glc as the key link, uphold the Party's basic 
line, pe1·sist in criticizing revisionism, the bourgeoisie 
and the ideology of an exploiting classes. The Party's 
bnc;ic line tells us: Socialist society covers a consider• 
nbl\" long historical pel'iod. In the historical period of 
socinli3m, there nre still classes. class contradictions and 
~lass struggle, there is the struggle bet.ween the so-
cialist road and the capitalist road, nnd there is the 
danger of capitalist restoration. The positions in edu-
cation constitute an important front in class struggle. 
~•Eourgeois prejudices ha,•c struck very deep root among 
the teachers." {Lenin: Speech Delivel'ed at an All~ 
Rw1.~ia Con.f crencc of Political Educatidn Workers of 
(]ubernia and Uyczd Education Departments.} In China, 
th~ pernicious influence of the education of the feudal 
landlord class and the capitalist . cfo.ss and that of the 
i·evi sionist line in education are both deep and wide-
~prcad nnd intertwined. The landlord and capitalist 
clas!;es have tried by hook or by crook to use this he-
reditary domain of cduc~tion to oppose the dictatorship 
oi the proletariat. Though criticized, the exploiting 
cl?.E~es• ideas of looking down upon labour and practice 
such as "those who work with their minds govern, 
those who work with their hands are governed," "going 
lo school in orcJer to become an official," "knowledge 
ls private property" and "giving first place to inlellec-
iual development" still have a market. And the landlol'd 
and capitalist classes and their ngents have vainly tri::d 
to use these fallacies to corrupt the masses :ind poison the 
minds of young people, so !\S to achieve their counter-
rcv:ilutinnary aim of subverting the dictatorship of the 
pruJelariat and rc.•storing capitalism. The Lin Piao anti-
Pnrly clique maliciously sl :mde1·ed school "graduates 
intC'~rnling with the worket·s and peas:mt.; and settling 
in the countryside as "rcfo1·m through forced labour 
in a disguised form"' and the broad masses of cndrcs 
tuking the l\'fay 7 road as "unemploym~nt in a disguised 
form," and so forth. This was nothing but using b:mr-
g<.>ois right to attacJ;: the Party and the dictatorship of 
the prnid:n·iaL 
At present, the struggle between the two classes 
and the two lines on the educational front is still very 
fierce and acute. It is uttel'ly wrong to say that the 
' ~hie[ dnnge1· on the educational front at the moment 
is "not learning culture.'~ Facts o( class struggle on 
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this front have proved that revisionism remains the 
main danger today. "Qnc cf our l'Urrcnt impurti.int 
tasks on the ideological front is to unfold criticism of 
revisionism." (Mao Tselung: Speech at the Clzinc.'.:c 
Communi st Party's National Conf ere nee on Propaganda 
Worlc.) The Party's basic line is the lifeline of the 
Party and &late. Only by firmly grasping class &trug-
gle as the key linlt and implementing at all times the 
Party's basic line can we guide the struggle along its 
course of development to victory and do a good job 
in our educ ational work. 
Strengthen Working-Class Leadership Over Schools 
To transform schools into instruments of the 
dictator ship of the proletariat, it is neceS!:nry to con-
solidate and strengthen working-class leadership over 
the schools. In the 17 years from the founding of ~he 
People's Republic of China in 1949 to 1965, the year 
before the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution started, 
the revisionist line held sway end the bourgeoisie ex-
ercised dictatorship over the proletariat in the realm 
of education. To restore caP.italism, Liu Shao-chi ~pd 
his like did everything they could to oppose prolet.:irjµn 
leadership over the schools. They preached that "non-
professionals cannot lead the professionals" and p~sh cd 
the principle of "professors governing · schools." Th is 
resulted in the monopolization of our schools by ~be 
bourgeois intellectuals; · · . 
During the Great Prolelnrian Cultural Revolution, 
Chairman Mao pointed out: .. To accomplish the Pl'ple-
tarian revolution in education. it is essential to tin,·c 
working class leadership; the ma~ses o[ wol'kers M)1st 
take part in this reyolution and, in co-operation }\'Ith 
Liberation Army fighters, form a rcvolu1iom:ry thrc c-
in-onc combination with the acth•ists nmong the Hu -
dents, teacl1crs and workers in schools and colleges, "~o 
are determined to carry the proletarian re,·olutio!1 in 
education through to the end. The workers' propaga ncla 
teams should stay permanently in the schools end col-
leges, take part in all the tasks of strugglc-critici:i m-
tr&mformation there and will alway.:; lead these institu -
tions. In the countryside, schools and colleges !;hould 
be manngcd by the poor and lower-middle peasanjs -
the most reli:iblc ally ot the wol'king dass." Thi s'J n-
struction of Chairman Mao's is our sharp weapon f c,r 
thoroughly smashing 1he bourgeois educational system 
and our basic guarantee for creating a proletarian edu -
cational system. 
The question of lcadei•.ship is the fundamental ques-
tion of the revolution in education. The ttrugglc bt:-
twcen the proletariat and the bourgeoisie cent ri:,i; 
around thi:; question is protracted and acute. Recently 
there is a fallacious saying that "it is necessary to hn, ·c 
non-professionals keen on science to exercise leadership ," 
The essence of this fallacy is to oppose working-da •s 
leadership over the schools. The working class· is th e 
most r evolutionary class . Only by exercising working-
class leadershi~ ove1· the schools can the old educational 
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:.\•fitcm be thoroughly reformed and the prolc luri an r1•v-
c ' u1ion in education be carrit.'tl through to the end:· In 
n ,;ponsc to €hairman Mao's call, mighty contingents o! 
th '? working class marched to the schools and put an 
en l to the situation in which the· schools were long 
do:·:inated by bourgeoi.s intellectuals. The working 
cb :s has led the revoluti onary teach e rs and students in 
cc.1 £lant.1y criticizing the old educationnl system and. 
i·ht. revisionist line in education, and splendid achieve-
mrn ls have been obtained. Practice in the past few 
:,c 1rs has testified to the fact that if; is necessary to· 
·vholchcartedly rely on the working class .md strengthen 
w orking-class leadership over school education if the 
.:chools are to be transformed in conformity wilh Ch:iir~ 
man Mao's revolutionary line. 
"The leading role o[ the proletariat is realized 
rh rough the leaders hi p of the Communist Party." The 
Shi r,cse Com munist Party is the political party of the 
p, ol•.!la riat , the vanguard . f the proletariat. Therefore, 
to cons ol idnt.e wo rk ing-class leadership in the educa-
1:onal field, it is imperative to strengthen Party leader-
..:hip . All wo rk in the schools must be pl!lced under the 
cc·-itralized leadership of the Party; only in lhis way 
cna Chairm~ Mao's rev olutionary line and policies be 
;:.ut into effect and the task of consolidating the dic-
t.,i o , ship of the proletariat be fulfilled in every ,school. 
1 alte the Path of Integrating With Workers 
And Peasants 
To transform sc-hools into· instruments of the 
<1ictat orshi p of th e pr oletn rlat, it is necessary to adhere 
•c, the po1icy of open- door educati on and take th e path 
of inte gr ating wit.h workers and peasants . The basic 
cisannel for the intellectuals to remould their world 
o·•tlook is to integrate themselves with the workers 
:m-1 peasants and to be re-educated by them . Chairman 
N e-:> has on several occasions stressed the importance of 
i'1l ;!llectuals int egrating themselves with workers and 
pc~a nls and shown the concrete path to do so. Chair-
ma n Mao has said : "In order to have n real grasp of 
Marxi sm, one mus t learn it not onl y fr om books, but 
JJ'!ainly through cla ss stru ggle, through. praclicnl work 
anrJ close con ta ct ·,,·ith th e m osses of work~rs and peas-
ants." He has also sai d that our pr ofes sors and teachers 
are all educating the people and the students nnd that 
"being educoto:-s nnd teachers, they themselves must 
iirst be cdt•entcd. And all the more so in the present 
periotl of gr~nt change in the social system." "One 
must )cam from those engaged in production, from 
th e workers, from the poor and lower middle peasants 
o.vd, in schools, from the students , from those nne 
tea ~hes." After criticizing the revisionist line of Liu 
:::'-:ao-chi and Lin Piao during the Great Proletarian 
C•;:tural R r>volution, our educational s~·stem is under-
rn ing n fundamental change. Open-door schooling un-
der the guidance of Chairman Mao's revolutionary line 
}ias open ~d up br oad vistas !or the teachers and stu-
d n t:; to integ rate th emselves further with work1:1·~ and 
peas ants, In the past, the intellectuals used to bury 
th emselves in books and were divorced from workers 
·,nd peasants, fr om physical lnbour and from practice. 
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Now this Eituati un hns been changed. They go to fac-
tories, to the countryside- and to nrmy units to learn 
from the workers, peasnnts nnd soldiers and receive 
education by them. This has grt!atly spct..-dcd up the 
1·emoulciing of the world outlook of the intellectuals; 
Fnct.s prove t.hnt integration with -workers nnd peasants 
is on indispensable wny in training and bringing up 
proletarian intcllect~als. 
In opcn~oor schooling, while the students' "main 
task ls to study, they should also learn other things, 
that is to say, they should not only lcam book know• 
ledge, they should also learn industrial production, 
ogricultural produdion and military a[fairs. They also 
should criticize and repudiate the bourgeoisie." Throµgh 
taking part in the three great revolutionary movements 
of class struggle, the struggle for production and scien-
tific experiment, the students study Marxism-Lcninbm-
Mno Tsetung Thought, rnise their consciousness in class 
struggle and the two-line struggle and in continuing 
the revolution under the dictatorship of the prolelna'int, 
and enhance their ability to distinguish genuine from 
sham Marxism. At the same time, under the command 
of proletarian politics, they d.evole themselves to their 
professional studies, learn ndvnnced science and te·cn-
nology, both domestic and foreign, and dare to make in-
novation s. In this way they become staunch fighters 
in combating and prevenun·g revisionism' and conrnlidat-
ing the prolctarfan dictatorship, and wprkers with both 
socialist consciousness and culture. · Those who di!tort 
open~oor schooling as "not learning culture"' and, ns 
••practice - prnclice - practice" are merely dandering 
the ma1:ses of h!achers and i;tudents who firmly tuke 
the path pointed out in 1he "M~y 7 Directive." 
Unite, Educate and Remould the Intellectuals 
To trrinsform schools into indruments of the 
dictatorship or the proleta1 ·iat, it is neressaI)'. un-
der the guidance of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsc•tung 
Thought, to build up a contingent of proletarian teach u ~ 
who are both socialist minded and professionally pro-
ficient, and do a good job in uniting, educating an d 
remoulding the intellectuals. In his Speech at the Chi-
nese Communfat Party's National Conference on. Pri;p-
aganda Work, Chairman Mao used the Marxist metpod 
of class analysis to make a scientific analysis of the 
ba:;ic situation regarding intellectuals in Chinu . H e 
pointed out there are three sections of intellectual ~. :lie 
left wing. the intermediate section and the right w111g ; 
and their attitude towards Marxism is resolute. waY~r-
ing and antngonistic respectively. Th ose who a!'e n ;!a-
tively familinr with Marxism and take a firm stan~ -
the sland of the prole tariat - are a minority . Bm th,· Y 
are the nucleus and a powerful force . The maj [lrity is 
still in an intermediate i;inte. They st1pport socinE ·m 
and are willing to serve the p~opl:?, but their w~1 ~d 
outlook is !'till ba.,ically bourqeois. They supp m t 
Mnrxi~m. but nl'e not familiar with it. Their ~tand is 
not yet firm and they vncilln 1c in moments ol- f tr c<:...<:, 
The munbet· wh o :ire hostile to cur s tate and Elror. gly 
nppo!=e J\'lai•.x.i;;m is ve1·y small. The struggle betw..-en 
the two cln!:~cs and the two lines on the ideologi cal ,,nd 
9 
polHi~•nl fronts in the past ten years and m:we, nnd par-
ticularly the practice of the Great Cultural Revolution 
nnd the movement to criticize Lln Piao and Confucius 
testify that this analysis of Chairman Mao·s is entirely 
COITect. Negating this analysis is tantamount to negat-
ing the necessity for the intellectuals to remould their 
world outlook. 
The basic question confronting the intellectuals 1$ 
still the change in their bourgeois world outlook. 
Chairman Mao has said: "Most of our present intellec-
tual!; come from the old society and from families of 
~nr.-working people. Even those who come from worh-
cm;' er peasants' families are still bourgeois intellec-
tuals ls~t:uuse the education they received before libera-
tion Wn!'l a bourgeois cd_ucalion and their world outlook 
wu:-. fundamentally bourgeois. If they do not discard 
the old and repluce it by the proletarian world outlook, 
th~y will remain different from the workers and peas- · 
nnls in their viewpoint, !!land and feelings, and will 
be like squore pegs in round holes, ond the workers · 
and pt.'usonts will nul open their hearts to them." To 
mf!f!t the needs of socialist revolution and construction, 
the intellectuals mW?L continue to study ·hard ,Marxism-
Lenini~m-Mao Tsetung Thought, be determined to dis-
card their bourgeois world outlook and replace it by 
proi'etarian world outlook . They should not stop half-
w ay or, what ls wor se, slip back, for there will be no 
future for them in going backwards. The intellectuals, 
.. 
as Chairman Mao hns taught us, "need rcntouldinr., nr.d 
not only those who hnv~ not changed their basic stand: 
eversbody shou1d study and rcnioutd himself." And 
this includes us worker-peasant-soldier students. We, 
too, sh ould rem ould our world outlook, nnd this should 
be placed above everything else.. We should exert gn•at 
efforts to remould our wor1d outlook, so as to play our 
role in attending. university, managing it and trnns-
fdrming it with Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung 
Thought in o .still better way. 
• • • 
The proletarian revolution in education is a pro-
found social revolution; it is a struggle on the ~uc.-.a-
ti onal front in which the proletnriat triumphs ovei-' the 
bourg~e -and Marxism over revisionism. "There is 
no construction without destrucUon. Destruction means 
criticism and repudiation, it means revolution. ll in-
\'olves reasoning things out, which i!J construction. Put 
destruction first, and in the process you hnve construc-
tion," We mwt lake class struggle as the key link nnd 
use the them·y cf the dictatorship o! the profotai-ial ns 
our weapon in resolutely repudiating the erron~4-5 
trf'nd which negates the revolution in ·education. We 
must uph old Party leadership in education, persist in 
putting proletarian politics in ·command and persev1,re 
in exercising all-round dictatorship over ·the bourgeoisie 
in the superstructure and transform schools into instTU-
rnents of the dictatorship of the pro~e~ariat. 
ES General Line: A Brief Explanation 
The article "Transform Schools Into Instruments of Proletarian Dictatorship" 
(Peking Review, March 12, 1976) discusses how the Chinese Communist Party's general line 
of ~ ontinuing the revolution to establish the dictatorship of the proletariat iin all 
arefis of society serves as .. a guide to work in the schools. \~hat is proposed ijere is 
a g~neral line to guide our work in the Ethnic Studies Program. Why do we wo~~ in 
Ethnic Studies? How do we teach? What are our goals in terms of student development? 
The.Se questions are answered by the general line . ~. 
A general line proceeds from a class stand. Part I takes a materialist vi~wpoint, 
investigates the concrete economic, political, and social conditions in our sqetety 
an~!in the world today and puts forth our understanding of what needs to be done. 
Part l applies the method of dialectical and historical materialism to the dev~1opment 
of ~ociety to reveal what is the key link in. social change. Class anal~sis li.f1es up 
the ,balance of class forces and the 2 opposing lines regarding the cap,talist ~jocial 
ord,r. Taking all this into account, Part I lays down which class Ethnic St4di~s 
sia~ds with, which line guides our work, and what method of work we use. : 
Part II applies the method of dialectical and historical materialism to education 
in the capitalist system to define what is the relat ionship of education to th~·two 
classes . Part II lays out the 2 lines that contend in education and the dialegt'fcal 
l'elationship between education and the status quo. Part II puts forward w~ich· 1 ine 
we.,arry out in Ethnic Studies, stemming from our class stand. < 
. -~ ... 
;_ Part III lays out our strategy and tactics for carrying out class struggl~ ; 
2-1 ne stru le, on the educational front. It defines what kind of students w~ want 
to ,: evelop an what kind of relation we want to develop between the UH communi·!y and 
the:2 classes in society. -~ 
Part IV put ·forth the principles that should govern relations among oursel~es 
and with students. It is the style of work that will enable us to carry out OMr 
gen~ral line in the most effective and principle4 manner. 
If 
- (See also 11Summation of Discussion on General Line on Monday, February l~ i 1976, 11 
DIS~USSION PAPERS FOR WORKSHOP ON GENERAL LINE FOR PROGRAM, Packet No. 1.) 1~ 
PASI' mALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR EIBNIC snmrns 
A. Presentation at Program Review, January 13, 1975 
- The Ideology of the Program 
- Political Work in the Program 
- Organizational 
- Flow Chart 
B. Excerpt on Goals and Objectives submitted to UH Administration 
for Program Review - Spring 1974 
C. Diagrams Charting, Academic Work & Mass Work, Spring 1974 
(At this time both were seen as separate areas of work) 
D. A Message to Our Students - Principles of ES 
Fall 1972 
THE IDEOLOGY OF THE PROGRAM 
l-lhat are the guiding prfociples of the Ethnic Studies . . Program? What 
are our goals and objectives? 
Fo~low1ng is a sunnary of our ideology as it has grown and -developed 
1n the past twt> ,.years·from fall 1972 until today, January, 1975. 
: ~: \ 1 
HHAT IS IDEOLOGY? · : . .. _. 
· ldeology~is a "set of ideas with action consequences." It is both a 
manner ~t itf)iriking and a guide to ~ction. . 
Ideology has 3 conq,onent parts--Theory (manner of thinking) - ,· 
·., · · . . , --Program (guide to action) 
· · ' " --Strategy (guide to action) - ~ , - .... 
• •J I# 'I, 
WHAT IS .OUR THEORY? ·-, . 
... 
'·0ur . theory · is derived :from the sum experiences of all o.f man Is ff ght '. 
to end man•s oppression by man. · · 
- · More specifically ' ft is the most advanced theory developed by the 
working class movement. See handout for more detail • 
. ; .I 
. WHAT IS OUR PROGRAM? 
, , · Jhe PROGRAM of an organization are it ·s goals--it is the target that 
we are shoQting· for. ·In order to be successful, our program-should be 
scientifically formulated on 1;he bash of the most advanced theory and data. 
In it$ .silost general fonn, our program calls for the ·building of a 
; true people's soctety.•· See handout· f.or specifics. 
"'JI "' , ii I 4 ~ • ! I • : ~ • .1 : 
.WHAT· IS· OlJR STRATEGY?· · ' : 
·~• S~rategy 1s the plan of action designed to achieve the aims of our -. 
prograiq~·: ._the strategy of the ethn1:c·-studies program was developff in the.· 
COl4r-~ o'f''our struggle. OUr strategy ·,•,as fonnulated on the basfs of our . 
experiences· rilore than it was based on theory. · Theory has tended to lag 
behind our practice and thus did not give us much guidance in our· wo_rk. · 
I ' 
· · Our strategy was also developed specifically for an educational · ·· 
·· ,program that ·operated within the context of the University adm1n1nt~at1on, 
the state 'apparatus, the student body of Hanoa campus, and the progressive 
move~nt in Hawaii. - As su~h ft · was not meant to be all-encOIIIJassfng but 
1.· merely defined our role as an instrument· of progressive education. 
Ufth all ·this ' in mind we can look at our strategy as it has developed 
:~ thru 2 1/~' years of struggle. The strategy of the ESP can be formulated fn 
- ··. a si .ngle slogan: -
'~~ L . S . 
• ~ f I • • 
OUR HISTORY, OUR HAY: 
, "Our Hiswry, Our Way" was the rallying cry of the people• s movement 
that saved the ESP and developed it to wtiat ,-,e have now·. Inip11ed 1n this 
! 
fulfill the UH administration/faculty requirements for a 
University program and building a ·sound academic base (curriculum, 
resour.ces, research, staff c..:q..!rti se) · · 
b. Getting the students involved in their education and in the 
struggle. Recruiting them into the program and into action 
projects. 
c. Serving the needs of the community--integrating academics with 
the struggles in the crnmunity (both in neighborhoods and on 
the job site). This means running action projects that support 
conmunity struggles, bringing community people into the classrooms, 
taking students into the conmunities. 
d. And generally, utilizing a style of work that raises consciousness, 
builds unity, and broadens our ranks. See "Principles of Ethnic 
Studies" and the rest of the review presentation . 
--------------------------------------------------------------





POLITICAL HORK IN THE PROGRAM HJVOLVES: 
Taking the ideas of the students. 
Assessing the level of understanding of the students through 
investigation. 
(Bio-sketches, autobiographies, questionnaire, conferences) 
Level of some students: passivity, individualism, isolated 
from the problems of the people, lack of scial analysis, 
Misconceptions. 
Sununarizing these ideas and taking the ideas to a higher level. 
Presenting our theory and analysis through combining it with 
their ideas and experiences, relating our:theory..and-
analysis in concrete terms so that it has relevance to their 
lives. 
We derive our theory and analysis for. , our use 1n our · · 
political work from 
: . Investigating and summarizing the experiences of: 
(a} International, national and local people in 
their struggles for social change (books, 
reports, papers, pamphlets, interviews, etc.) 
(b) Experiences of program people. 
(c) Our past practiue with the students and the 
community. 
(d) Investigation of objective historical and 
contemporary conditions. 
(Consideration when course plans are developed) 
Takin ideas back to the students winnin them over. 
Deve oping a progress ve soc al analys1s y: 
(al Struggling against misconceptions and correcting them. 
(b Bringing them closer to the problems of the people. 
(c Providin9 them with tools for analysis of the 
society (theory}. 
(Through lectures, labs, readings, assignments, projects, 
activities.) 
Translating the ideas into action. 
Combining development of progressive social analysis with 
practice. 
(Labs. assignments, projects, activities . ) 
The objective of our political work in the Program is to encourage 
students to participate in progressive social activism by raising their 
level of understanding and conciousness. 
HHV COLLE CTI VE l-JORK? 
POLITI CAL WORK 
CORRECT t1ETHODS OF HORI< 
Since we understand that our kn0',1ledge about Hai~aii is a result of study · 
and practice and that one person's work and .experience is limited, \-Je need to 
sum up the experiences of as many people as possible to get a fuller under-
standing about the conditions in Hawaii. (e.g. We have people in ES from 
many areas of work; t•Je should sum up that work and apply that to our \71ork 
in ES.) · 
If n~ see our knov1ladge as a developmental process to improve our courses. 
it is necessary to share our experiences and skills. learn from our past mis- ' -' • · · 
takes. Gne ;Jerscn1 s t.:nderstehding of a particular subject, say, labor 
history ~ or of a particular skill will be of limited use if that skill is not 
shared so that it can be taught to others. 
!Jerking collectively also means greater e.fficiency and greater potential 
manp<Mer if organized correctly. Division of labor could be used to tackle a 
task at hand, where each person does a part of the whole. . ... ~--
1-JHAT DOES. IT l'iE.dj! TO HORI< COLLE CTI VELV? 
To. pork collectively means to work responsibly -- to look at \·1hat is 
best for the course or the program first rather than what suits one•s own · . ! • 
P.ersonal needs. Living in a capitalist society has ingrained in us such tenden-
cies as individualism and liberalism. Indivic.lualism and liberalism are corro--
s1 ves that eat a1•!ay at ti1e unity of our Program: we wi 11 not be ab le to '•: :. 
put forth effective courses with slO!lPY~ liberal irtork nethods. i~e can see.the · 
effects of liberalism in such instances as procrastinating in the preparation 
of a lecture so that delivery is • poor, concepts are not well developed and 
data is shoddy' to leaving a mess in the \'IOrk room after completing your m-m '1! , 
leaflet for outside political work. Me should be more considerate of others -~ ·· 
and be more responsible and accountable to our respective courses and to the -·i : 
program. 
SOt·lE PERSONAL RESPOi·JSIBILITIES OF STAFF gEf'BEP.S TO TUE ETUiHC STUDIES PROGRA\•i 
Ar~O TO THEIR RESPECTIVE STAFFS 
. ... 
'i 
l. Be early/ Be on time. On a staff of · 17 people, for every five minutes 
you are late, you ~\laste 80 minutes or an hour and 20 mi.nutes of othe ·r people•s 
time. If you cannot p.ossibly make it to a meeting . call ahead of time, not · .-> 1 
after the group has been waiting for you for awhile. .. 
2. /\bide uy croup decisions/ Remerrber grouri afireements. Group decisions 
are the productof the group's best judgement (w1ic is not to say that the 
group is aluays right or that the decision is inflexible.) If you disagree 
during a group discussion but fail to bring it up during that discussion and 
choose to raise it at a later time (in a small group or at the next meeting) 
is also a fai 1 ure to be honest and ooen and a failure to understand what it means 
to work collectively. · 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
I. General Discussion on Methods of Work and Organizational Structure• 
' 
In order to correct some of the weaknesses outlined earlier 
it involves reassessing two things; 1) methods of work and 2) 
organizational structure. The organizational structure of the 
Ethnic Studies Program (ESP) must be adapted to our style of work 
if we are to be efficient, 
A. Methods .of Work: 
1) Discipline-- accountability 
2) Principled struggle-- Unity-Criticism-Unity or criticizing 
others constructively and recognizing and struggling 
against your own wealmesses. 
J)) Democratic and centralist structure of organization. 
4 Scientific methodology-- Dialectical & Historical Materialism 
5) Mass line-- taking ideas, wishes, and experiences of the 
masses, summarizing these ideas and taking the ideas 
to a higher level, then taking these ideas back to 
the masses and winning them over to these new ideas. 
B. Organizational Structure, for an organization such as ESP adapted 
to a form of class struggle we must consider such things ass 
1) Membership 
2) Leadership 
3)) Decision making 
4 Communications 
5) Division of labor 
6) Activist development 
II. Charts Presentation and Discussions relations with in Ethnic 
Studies and relations to overall society. 
III. Pro~osal presentation, small group discussion and reccomendation, 
The steering committee has four proposals to help ESP become 
more efficient in the future. 
1) Leadership 
a) each sta:ff elects leadership - part of steering committee 
b) all final decisions to be made by steering committee with 
discussion taking place by courses. 
c) representation composition to be decided 
2) Lab Leader Training 
a) free people to spend time to do it - 380 or J81 
b) develop a lab leader manual to include - major program 
decisions, chronology of main points, ideological goals, 
lab leader techniques, resources available 
c) Political Education, teaching techniques 
d) set minimum criteria -- what to master and progression in 
terms of training to apply to all lab leaders at different 
J) Resource Develo ment , 
levels 
a hire someone to keep resource room in order 
b hired on the extra lab position from the Japanese course 
c) Courses are to keep files of readings and handouts up to 
4) Sner Research Institute 
ato develop new, updated, original materials 
b) assign people to develop Grant proposal - a committee 
from courses 
date 
EXPLANATI0:1 OF THE FLOliJ CHART 
Starting at the bottom of the chart is the student body at 1 arge, 
approximately 25,000 students. Of that amount, between 5•jQ-GOO students 
take the program. Of ::hose 1,ho take the program beti·seen G-12 students 
may be recruited into the program as ne·, lab leaders. Another 12 to 
24 people may take ES 399 ~ 380, or 381, or be recruited directly into 
o;ie of the 4 \1ork areas. AnotheF significantly larger group of students 
may take anot ~"'r ES course. The ne~! lab leaders are probably already 
linked up with one of the 4 ~·!Ork areas. If they are not they should 
be encouraged to do so. l\lso new lab leaders should be encouraged 
to enroll in ES 380 and/or ES 381 as ~,art of their training. Additional-
h1~ new lab leaders should also .be encouraged to join a study group and 
carry on self -study. New lab leaders \•Jill become organizers as they be-
gin to contribute to the political directi~n of the various struggles on-
aoing in the 4 ~,ork areas. They should also be expected to give direction 
to th~ir ,articular course and the further development of the program. 
They should also be expected to direct and lead study. 
Organizers thus producP.a should fulfill the task of consolidating 
and st~·cngthening thP. program. Having accomplished tMs as oest as 
th\? circumstances permit the orgonizer should probably ph:ise him or her-
self out of the program> and ·.•ork full time in one of the t1ork areas. The 
priority being given to the labor areas at this time. 
FLOl·I CHART 
~-- -~ 
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVI El~ 
SPRING 1974 
NOTE: This is the Program review that we as a staff submitted to the UHM 
faculty. It is useful in seeing the kind of language we use in 
describing our goals \'Jhen we talk to faculty and administration. 
1. OUR HISTORY, OUR WAY: To further develop the academic discipline of 
Ethnic Studies in l-lawaii. 
a. "A man without knowledge of his heritage is like a tree without 
roots. 11 The Ethnic Studies Program fills a critical void in 
the education of any local student who has gro\·m up in a conmunity 
as rich as Hawaii in both the traditions brought here by many 
peoples and the fusing of these traditions into the unique multi-
ethnic c~nmunity that is Hawaii. 
b. The opportunities this affords for social and cross-cultural 
study is limitless. In turn, the development of such a field 
of study not only has unmeasurable value for the people of 
Hawaii, but offers a gateway to understand and participate in the 
building of the emerging Pacific Community. 
The Romanzo Adams S~cial Research Laboratory could be said to 
be the first pioneer of Ethnic Studies in Hawaii. It was a 
beginning in defining and developing a discipline that ~lOuld 
record and analyse the experiences and conditions of the people 
of Hawaii. For the first time an academic pro9ram sought to 
discern the uniqueness and diversity of each of the major 
ethnic groups that comprise Hawaii's people. 
c. The passing of the Romanzo Adams school and its scholars--Adams, 
Lind~ Glick, Hormann--brought an end to the development of this 
discipline. But it did not bring an end to the community need 
for such a program. 
d. Spurred by student demand and later a Legislative mandate, the 
faculty and administration created the present Ethnic Studies 
Program in 1969. From then to now it has been an uphill battle 
to carry on the work begun by those earlier sociologists, to 
develop ~he discipline to a higher level, and to respond to the 
students• and community's de~tnds for a program of their own. 
e. This was achieved in 1972 when the Program staff was finally 
composed of a majority of local born educators--who had both 
an ~ndigenous understanding of the experiences being studied 
and a motivation to develop a program that ~.10uld meet the 
community's needs. They re-affinned the view that an Ethnic 
Studies discipline could best be developed by keeping the study 
of each ethnic group together under one departmental organization. 
This enabled the free interchange and coordination of research, 
data, analysis and methods so critically needed for a fledgling 
discipline and necessary for the proper study and teaching of 
an interdisciplinary reality. 
f. The work in developing materials has been limited to the 
semester-to-semester teaching loads. This is perhaps a . 
major weakness as there are many gaps in the materials. 
understanding, analysis of the Ethnic experien~e in Hawaii. 
2. DECOLONIZE OUR PEOPLE: To develop the affective value of Ethnic Studies 
as a subject. 
a. Beyond the standard acquisition of data, anlaysis, and methodol-
ogy, the Ethnic Studies Program has the added value to the 
student in building a sense of one's history, of finding one's 
roots, and of developing a positive sense of identity. This 
positive identity is especially important for those students 
who have conflict within themselves and in contact with others 
because of their skin color and cultural background. 
b. It is in the context of the 2no level courses that we also 
attempt to develop the affective side to Ethnic Studies. Pride 
and dignity in one's past is developed; but not at the expense 
of also appreciating the history and accomplishments of other 
ethnic groups. An understanding of Hawaiian history helps give 
direction to lab discussions on what is local culture, what is 
a local, the problem of self-hatred, etc. Another aspect of 
understanding one's roots is to see the history of ethnic groups 
as a history of struggle to better oneself and Hawaii. It 
follows that struggles to solve contemporary problems is just 
part of a continuum of struggles by our ancestors. So an 
examination of contemporary Ha\'1aii and its problems is also 
a part of the 200 level courses. 
c. This affective value was possible not only because of the 
content and the perspective this content is presented in, but the 
fact that the Program's policy is to hire and integrate students 
into its staff. These are students who have grown up in Hawaii 
and for whom the ethnic experience is a past and present reality. 
For example, the Japanese Ethnic Studies course, which is composed 
of 90% students of Japanese ancestry, have predominantly Japanese 
student labo leaders. The Uawaiian course has Hawaiian lab leaders 
and the Pilipino course has Pi1ipino lab leaders. This enables 
the staff to develop materials that are first of all relevant and 
interesting and to secondly develop meaningful interaction with 
students in the course. 
3. EDUCATE O LIBERATE: to develop educational methodology to present the 
materials in a meaningful way. 
a. The Program recognizes that developing the materials is only 
half the task--conveying it i~ an interesting and relevant manner 
is another major task. 
~f'fALYSIS OF ACADEMIC '.·!Orn<: DEFINITION OF TERMS, WORK A~EAS., AND BROAD 
AU1S r1 ACADEf11 C '·fORI( 
Academic Work: agit/prop work done with students through courses 
Role of Propaganda: expose the contradictions of capitalism and direct people to 
participate in progressive social activism 
ACADEMIC WORI( 
I ACIIYIST PEJEIOPMENI l MASS PROPPGANDA 
LEVELS OF PW NESS p 
1) Individual Identity l} Pro-Local 1) Racism 
2) Social Identity 2) Pro-Working Class 2) Socialism 
3) Social Responsibility 3) Pro-Organized Labor 3) Dialectical and 
4) Activist Identity 4) Anti-Monopoly Capitalism Historical Mat. 
fliODES OF CURRICUL.J.N DEVELOPMENT 
1) Grading 
2) Readings 
3) Lab Techniques 
4) Projects 
5) Audio-Visual Material 
6) Assignments and Exams 
7) Geo-political Tours 
8) Guest Speakers 
9) Syllabi 
I t.tJIVERSIJY OF 1-W'JAII ca"MUNITY COLLEGES 







NOTES ON THE MASS HORK COftttITTEE R PORT TO PROGRAM ON JUNE 8, 1974 
W~Y MASS WORK - (1) Roots in the conmunity 
' (2) Practical education 




- Grouping of people faced with an objective reality which requires 
, · collective action to meet definable needs. 
Mass Contact - Working closel~ "(1th people; knowing where they are 
fss Line - The political analysis whi~h sums up people's objective and subjective 
condition and moves them to higher levels of understanding and 
parti~ipation. · ': · 
• ~ I • • ~ I . 
- (1) Ac'cdunt~61lity · !· ~-, ,; 
(2) Leadership · · 
INVOLVES . : : ,, 
,. , ,.. . 
- . 
Note: can have mass. c'ontact wi,thout mass work 
, r', ! ; 
. ,, t } 
PAST PRACTICE ~-., .. . • •• I •• 1 ,. 
Mass work ha~ been ·~n 'e ' by program people on an indiv1dual basis and,..~,-,rough proj~~~s.: · 
Areas of Work: 
fonmunity Work: 
Labor Work: 
!ll Student (ES, UR~) 2 Comnunity 3 Labor 4 Military '"'\; .. ... 
Development, eviction, improvement district, environmental 
Special Interest: Welfare, Social Services, Operation Manong 
(1) Integration 
(2) Support Work 
Legislative Coalition, Third Ann 
• J ' .. 








Who goes where? 
What is the level of the students 
How you want students to develop 
Relation to work 
B A S E I -· sµPPORT (Core) --~ L 
Work Itself 
(1) Evaluate work going 





students (What happens to students) 
"' " 
Active ,_...... .c: Inactive 
new area ~old!rea V ·5Jff I individual work) 
1- activist project 
A r-cssage To Our Students 
The Ethnic Studies Program directly involves the students. It is the 
students that give life to the program and it will be the students that will 
insure the continued existence of the program at the University and the trans-
formation of education into a force that serves the community and our people. 
It is students that will give their time and energy to produce materials for · ·, .. 
the program and for their cornmunities. In a real sense the staff and faculty 
are also students as we have much to learn about the living history oLHawaii 
and the development and struggles of people arotmd the world. Knowing this we 
are building the program on the fol~owing principles. 
Principles of Ethnic Studies 
1. Develop100nt of social consciousness--emphasis on our ability to work 
together and contribute to each other ' s learning process rather than 
on individual perfoimance. 
2. Democracy and Self-cletennination--integrating student and conmunity 
into the administration, decision making , and teaching and learning 
process of the program. 
3. Teaching by discussion and application of knowledge rather than by rote--
open book examinations with emphasis on ability to find and co-ordinate 
knowledge rather than memorizing materials. Assignments that contribute 





People's history--history is made by people and their struggles for 
social development. Our role, even in the classrooms, is to participate 
in making history. · 
Practicality--course materials must. be directed towards solving practical 
and pres sine problems we face. lie learn through application of lmowledge 
to solving problems and 1Jakin~ history. 
Egalitarianism--:no teacher/student roles. He must all teach ead1 other 
and learn from one another. Educn.tion must be for everyone, not just 
for the rich, tiie privileged, the talented. If anything, our role as 
staff is to seTVe the interests of the students and conmnmity. 
7. ltelcome criticism--our perfonnance must be criticized and evaluated by 
all of us. Continuous effort must be made to improve course content, 
analysis, delivery of materials and lab discussions. · 
8. Fight alienation--education is a human process. We must be concerned 
with the welfare of the stuqents. 
9. Developimnt of new materials- -an emphasis will be made researching 
and recording new materials to ~evelop a deeper and truer ~derstanding 
of our history. 
10. Enlargement of the program--a corrmitrent to the - development of Ethnic 
Studies programs in high sdlools, -aomrm.mity •colleges and everywhere 
our people are. 
Built oh these principles, built on the -interests of students and the community, 
the Ethnic Studies Program can be strong and effectively serve the people of Haw4ii. 
Adopted - September 11, 1972 
, By the Ethnic Studies Program Staff ·· 
' ' .. 
IV. ORGANIZATION ANDDECISION-MAKING IN THE PROGRAM 
A. Organizational Fonns in the Program 
(Chronology-Fall, 1972 - Fall, 1974) 
B. Sum-up and Evaluation of Steering Committee's Work 
Fall, 1974 (basis for Steering Conmittee Proposal of Spring, 1975) 
C. Decision-Making Process Approved on April 7, 1975 
D. Criteria for Hiring New Staff in the Program 
ORGANIZATICNAL FO!U-iS IN THE PFOGRAM ,, 
I_.,_ • - ..-•-"-
I. Chronology of forms - a·r org.mization in the ES _P~ogram 
A. Combination standing committee and ad hoc cominittee--Fall 72_, Sp~ing 73. 
' , ' - I 
B. Ad Hoc Committee s --Fall 73. 
c. Ad Hoc Committees and two leadersh i p bodies--s~ring 74. 
D. Liason/Co-ordinating comrnittee--Fall 74. 
E. Steering committee proposed--Spring 75. 
II. Narrative 
A. COSBINATION STANDING COMMITTEE AND AD HOC COMMITTEE 
-~II 
Summer was ending and school was about to start when many of th~ ES 
faculty resigned around the Jim Anthony issue. Th·e only people left in the 
program was. ,thd · 20-30 students who had been active in the struggle and the 
few local .faculty. · we were ··reft with building the prognam-aca"emically 
and organizationally--from scratch. ' ' - · 
As many of us didn't know each other or had not yet developed eJ.lO~gh 
trust and ~espect in each -other, · the organization of · the program had to be 
fully democartio. All ·decisions were made at mass meetings of program 
people. We . .formed both stan~n~ co~ttees ~d'. ·'~d hoc co~t .~ees to ~eal _ 
.with · :xxka , tasks ·-and "issues as they came up/ The committees role was 
,1 • 
generally to ·reaearch and investigate issues, then to develop propqsals 
~for presentation to ·the program. · The program would . then make .all final 
~~~~s. ~ . . 
Not knowing how to run a University program we dealt with problems 
collectivel.y as they came up. Whenever a problem arose, we would form a 
committee. Thus we haa · s standing conir.ri.ttees and about 5 ad hoc comndttees, 
10 commi'ttees •in all. It got to a point when !)!;!Ople we.re on 3 or 4 
commit:tees ·at once and were ;getting ineffective' fa~d confused). 
; 
By now we had enough experience to know that there were only 3 areaas of 
concern in the program in · 'Which we could - categorize all other tasks. 
We' •then eonsolidatea the .. various committees into 3 committees--Academic 
Affairs, · Administrative Affaris, and .Community ' and Student Involvement 
coinmi.ttee. •!"1e' alSO' required everyone in the p~ogran{ to be a membe~ of one 
of •'these coninti.ttees. ·'Now' when a: problem came up I it was referred to the 
proper ' committee. . . 
Meetings of the program as a whole 
making body-: in the program--committee ·s 
st:!aff befbre ; ·taking action. ··' · 
-; l f·, l :-', - ,) .... ··•' 1 :·rr ' t ·,, • 
were stilll the hil.Jnest decision 
st1.ll had . to check · with the program 
' ' . 
B. PU.RELY AD HOC COMMITTEES 
During Jerry Chun's regime, from Fall 73 to Sprinq 74, we reverted 
back to a purely ad hoc form of organization. 
Meetings of the program staff as a whole continued but there were no 
standing committees. My analysis of why we never continued with the 
standing conuriittes is this: 
1) The standing committees began to break down towards the end 
of the last academic year. The same people showed up to the 
meetings and did all the work. They began to resent the lack 
of participation by other people. 
2) The administrative work ef the program was now handled by 
Jerry Chun who kept on top of the administration of the Program. 
Nancy Young , the first directic,r, on the other hand, had left the 
administration to the administrative committee. 
3) Propgrarn pEople began to concentrate most of their effort 
in building up their own courses, now that the administration of 
the program seemed to be in capable hands. 
4) Jerry Chun began to rely on an informal leadership cliche 
to make decisions which would otherwise have been brought up to 
the entire staff. 
Ad Hoc committees were establsihed around specific tasks--such as 
lobbying, evaluations, etc. This seemed to work smoothly for the first 
semester, until we began to realize that there was many things we had to 
do as a program which wouldnt be done by individual courses and couldnt 
be done by Jerry. We set up two "l e adership" bodies--one in Academic 
work and one cbn Mass work. 
The actual proposal reads: 
"This proposal is not meant to be the answer to all our problems. 
It recognizes that the ataff has set out two major areas that the program 
must develop--acadernics and mass work. This proposal is also only a 
beginning step in a lengthy process of uniting and consolidating the 
staff around a program of action that will devevlop both academics and 
mass work. 
"We suggest that two separate leadership bodies be set up to provide 
direction in two areas: MllQQl academic development and development of mass 
work. 
"Their job xx will be to review what has been done in each area, 
evaluate the results, summarize the major lessons, propose a new and 
realistic course of acion, and then orgai,ize a work team to carry out this 
course of action. This would then involve most :k!KKx of the peo-le in 
the program. " ( Apri 1 4 , 19 7 4) 
These leadership bodies were~ meant to organize and give cti:rection 
to specific tasks in academic and mass work. It was not meant to be 
"leadership" for the program. Program meetings as a whiHe still was the 
highest decision making body. 
C. LIASON/CO=.ORDINATING a>MMITTEE PROPOSED 
At a review during the summer of 1974, we proposed the formation of a 
liason/co-ordinating committee. The proposal reads: 
"Proposal for the implementation and follow-up to be carried out by one 
new co-ordinating committee (disband the mass work and academic work 
committees) 
--Composition ; one representative from each of the courses to be 
appointed by each of the courses. 
--functions : communications; exchange of information; encourage 
u classes to adopt certain kinds of projects and work methods; 
review and discuss course work; set up a periodic review of the program." 
(June 8, 1974) 
The two leadership bodies were disbanded for these reasons: 
l. The Academic work committee conducted a thoroudh review of the 
program's academic work and submitted : 
a) A list of priorities which should be followed up on by the 
new liason/co-ordinating committee. 
b) A proposal that periodic reviews be carried out and organized 
by the LC committee. 
2. The mass work committee proposed the formation of two caucuses--
a caucus of community work people composed of people KX involved in 
community work and a labor caucus, composed of lab leaders in labot work. 
Thus there was no longer any need to continue these two leadership 
bodies. The new Liason/co-ordinating committee took up the task of 
following thru on the Academic Work committee's proposal . A labor caucus 
was framed and the Grass Roots Coaltion core group was the community 
caucus. 
People have come to mistakenly , call th~ liason/.co~rodinating commmittee 
the STERRING O:>MMITTEE. In theory it is not a steering committee, but in 
practice it has concerned itself with the direction of the program. 
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SUM - UP Ai'W EVALUATION OF THE STEERWG COrli·11TTEE'S HORK 
INTRODUCTIOi~: In sunvning-up and evaluating the work of the Steering Com-
mittee , we first discussed the format that \-Je should follow. He decided to use 
the same format that \·1as used in the General Program Review. 
l·Je organized discussion around su11111ing-up and evaluating our work in each 
of the three major areas : (1) IDEOLOGY (2) POLITICAL HORK, AI'ID (3) ORGAN! .-
ZATIQr!AL HORK. 
Under each area \'Je discussed and evaluated ; (1) Hhat Was Set aut To Do. 
(2) !-lhat lie Did ,. · (3) Hhat Should Be Done,and (4)How we related this to our staffs. 
We later had a separate discussion on our methods of ,work, overall. 
DISCUSSION ON IDEOLOGY - A MANNER OF THINKING AND AN OVERALL APPROACH AND MANNER 
OF ACTION. 'A set of ideas bJi,th action consequences ·' 
HHAT SET Ue were unclear on \-Jhat our role in providing ideological direction 
OUT TO DO should be. There was no statement on what it should be. 
'!HAT IIC (l)l-le held discussions to clarify priorities for program work and to 
resolve differences in program \-1ork. In the discussions we decided 
to hold-off on setting priorities until we reviewed our work in 
all areas. Ue therefore decided to set up four reviews in Spring 
on the four areas of work -- military ~ community, labor and students. 
(2) Ue planned and developed the program revieu. 
(3) Because of the lack of clarity on our responsibility., we failed 
to initiate work and discussion in this area of t·1ork until the 
review. ~le did not feel prepared to take up the issue until 
the other reviews were completed. As a result, programs for 
P.E. and !)Olicies on criteria for hiring 1,1as not developed 
until the reviet-1. In terms of setting priorities, the decision 
will determin~ and co11111it program resources for expansion 
in identified areas., for example expansion into the conmunity 
colleges, expansion into higher division courses. expansion 
into original publication. Expansion in one area may affect 
work in another area if we do not carefully plan. 
(4) Much of our work here was accomplished in carrying out the 
program review where i·1e began to set out tasks for ourselves 
and the staff and to identify responsibilities in terms 
of implementation. 
!mAT Provide ideological leadership to the program by providing exemplary 
SHOULD 00 practic . by insuring full discussion and struggle \'lithin the program 
and by summing up the advanced ideas that come out of these dis-
cussions and in this \1ay develop common ideology and a program 
of action. 
P.EL/\TIOr~ Most reprnsentatives did not initiate discussion within their courses 
TO COURSES on ideology in relation to program work. ES 221 had discussion in 
preparation for the review. ES 203 also had some di scussions. 
.. 
SUM - UP AND EVALUATIOll REPORT - page two 
01scuss10;,1 ON POLITI CAL ~/ORK - TAKING THE IDEAS OF THE STAFF~ SUMJ.JARIZING 
THESE IDEAS AND TAKING THE IDEAS TO A HIGBER 
LEVEL:: TAKING IDEAS BACK TO THE STAFF,i/INNING 
THEM OVER; TRANSLAPING THESE IDEAS INTO ACfION. 
WHAT SET 


















Pull resources together. 
Set priorities in carrying out tasks. 
Comnunication, exchange of information 
Organization of projects and selection of projects to reflect 
priorities in political work. 
Brief staffs on program concerns 
Encourage adoption of good work methods. 
Set up periodic reviei-,s of program and course work. 
Implement program decisions ·. 
Initiated pulling resources together but did not complete. 
Had discussion on priorities from which we decided to plan 
four reviews in Spring as a means of initiating discus51on 
in these areas and setting priorities in work. 
Superficial co11111unication a d exchange of infonnation among 
courses. Not all courses representatives came to all meetings. 
But it was a definite improvement over last year. 
i1o co-ordinated organizing of projects selection. 
Relations to staffs -- Briefing of staffs by representatives 
was sporadic. 
Did not attempt to encourage adoption of good work methods until 
the time of the review. ( a 1 so Davi' s memo} 
Meld Program Review -- at this titre initiated discussions and 
formulated positions on certain aspects of work. 
lmpfomentati on of decisions was left largely to Dave -- not 
all decisions have been implemented. comnittees were set up 
at times but not all corrmittees functioned. 
Held discussion on what the program's position and role should 
be in the Porteus Issue. 
~-IHAT Should do what was identified as 11Hhat set out to do" 
SHOULD DO 
DISCUSSION o;-1 ORGA.HZATIOWl.L UORK -· HOW THE PEOPLE IN THE PROGRAM ARE ORGANIZED 
TO CARRY OUT THE WORK AND TO IMPLEMENT THE 
IIJHAT SET (1) 
OUT TO DO 
(2) 




THE 11IlJEOLOGY': AND"POLITICAL WORK" OF THE 
PROGRAM , 
Provide and develop agenda and proposals for consideration by 
staff in general meetings on policies~ direction and positions 
in order to prepare saff members to participate in decision-
making at gencr~l ;;-;aatir.gs where u11 fit1dl diceisons were made. 
To facilitate decision-making by staff members. 
General staff got caught up in discussion of petty details which 
prolonged general meetings and made meetings boring. They 
\'1e1·c as'ked to approve mi nor issues. 
The staffs were not adequately prepared to discuss th~ leader-
ship proposal at the ;;,,rogram review. 
Set policies on paper use . criteria for hiring, hiring procedure~ 
honoraria and role and responsibilities of director. 
Prepared budget proposal and made recoomendations on bud~t, 





(S) Conunittees did not ftmction. 
(6) Followed through on legal aid grant proposal discussion. 
(7) Did not follow up on core requirements, degree proposal or 
developing new courses. Set aside establishing priorities for 
expansion tmtil 4 reviews were completed. 









a course of action -- called upon steering conmittee to recormnend 
policies that were decided by general staff. 
Prepare proposals for staff to make decisions 
Have general staff discuss major decisions, make decisions on 
more minor matters in cOllllli.ttee. (This is referred to in 
discussion on leadership proposal that follows) 
Have general meetings flow more smoothly and dynamically. 
Have different people rotate chairing meeting. 
Perhaps should have conmittee to work on administrative affairs 
together with the director. 
Establish policies and procedures where needed -- e.g. hiring 
procedure. 
Should follow up on decisions and tasks which have been identified. 
Should have minutes of meeting and agenda circulated before 
meetings. (as much in advance as possible) 
First, the committee discussed what the role of the members should be. 
Basically, members are responsible to represent their staffs in the 
steering COilllll.ttee and to represent the steering conmittee in their 
staffs: 
(1) Their roles within the staffs: 
(a) Keep staffs briefed on Program business 
(b) Implement policies 
(2) Their role within the Steering Committee 
(a) Keep steering cmrmittee briefed on developments within the 
individual courses in relation to the University, conmn.mity, 
class and project work, including political differences. 
(b) Inform the courses about good resources, contacts and 
upcoming activities when possible. 
Secondly, we went around the room and gave self-criticism and criticism 
of our work methods within the steering corrmi ttee. The rnaj or points 
are outlined here. The discussion in our work within the staffs as 
steering cormri.ttee members will take place in the discussion with 
the staffs. 
THE FOLLOWING (1) Uncertainty on what should be followed up on with the courses 
PROBLFM5 WERE staffs. 
lDENI'IFIED: (2) Different mderstandings of what happened in the meeting. 
(3) Did not struggle on what was not tmderstood. Did not raise 
questions when did not lDlderstand. 
(4) Should ask questions to clarify points when discussion is not 
tmderstood. 
(5) Should call or notify someone when you are going to be late. 
(6) Should take good notes and refer to notes in order to report to 
the course staff 
(7) Should raise differences that hinder working relations among 
staff merbers. 
(8) Should read minutes and prepare for discussions at meetings. 
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THE LEADERSHIP PROPOSA~ ,._. f '. I 






The follouin ·g poi ·n~s ·were raised and considered. · 
(1) Hhat is the role of leadership in t~e program! 
(2) Under the proposal , h0\'1 would we operate differently? 
l.Jhat difference would it make? 
(3) Is it appropiate to make a change at this time? 
(4) Is the staff ready to accept .the propos~l? 
(5) Has the steeting conmittee . proven itself. 
(6) !1hat concerns do staff have·with regard to ~he proposal? 
Huch of this was raised in the review discussions. 
The fol louing seemed to be reflected in the expressed concerns : 




2) That;the scope of decision-making be defined. ., · 
( ) Th~ above two concerns seem to reflect a misconceptiQO or 
not a full understandinr as to how the comnittee stiould 
ope.rate if it follows the principle of democracy and centralism. 
,.ThEf ·rol~ of the . conm1ttee and ·the decision-maki .ng process 
needs to be clearly defined. 
(4) That readership must not isolate themselves ; become elitist 
or. bureaucratic. , . ,. , 
(5} That the steer.ing COllJllittee in its past work had become 
isolated in a 'se·nse for ~ti'.e s~affs. They ha~ fa_iled to 
rebort hack to the staffs 011-a consistent basis. . .· . 
(6} rt' also seems that there is_ ·not so much disagreeirent with the 
ttie proposal ·or with the persons on the steering coomittee or 
with the decisions that have been .made SQ far. The more 
:. important concern is to ins .ure participation and discussion 
and allow for democratic input as a part of the decision-
making process ,. to have ideas and conce·ms contribu~ed in 
· th.e P,rocess. · · : 
Thechronology of decisioh-making organizational forms in the pro-
gr<l:!',l _s~n.~~~.'it began ~hows that defis1on-'!'aki!19 in the pas.~ has been 
on. . ~n ad hoc basis · and unsystema:t:
1
1.c. This past semester was the 
fi'rSt time .that there t·1as a stee '.ring comnittee. Originally it 
was se't up to be a liason/co-ordi.riating committee. H<»1ever in 
practice it has become a steering committee in that it has taken 
up issues that affect the direction of the program. This is part 
of the reason for the unclearness on role and responsibility. 
The persons on the comnittee did not function nor were they made 
to feel the need to function as they would have to if final decisions 
will rest with the committee and their responsibility will be to 
report ot the staffs , carry out a full discussion on the matters 
and report back to the steering committee. In the past) representa-
tives reported \•1hat they felt was important. Under the new 
process they would have to report everything. In addition, course 
staffs \'Ii 11 have to set aside and give the time to discussion of 
program matters. 
b. The Program takes the position that a student's grade is mostly 
a reflection of how well we have done our job in developing 
a meaningful educational experience for our students. For 
this reason we maintain a continuous open channel to solicit 
student feed-back and criticisms on course materials, presen-
tations, and organization. Students are brought into curricu-
lum design comnittees. Student evaluations are used every 
semester and taken seriously in evaluating our work. Every 
aspect of our courses are under continuous evaluation which 
has enabled us to make many important improvements. 
c. The Program makes every effort to maintain a seminar atmosphere 
in all classes--even those with a hundred or more students. 
Use of varied methods such as slide shows, video tapes, field 
trips, panels, action projects as well as a major dependence 
on small student discussion groups, helps us to maintain a 
personal and dynamic educational experience. 
d. Personal contact with the students is extremely important to 
the Program. Education is a human process that involves personal 
interchange. 
4. SERVE THE PEOPLE: to develop and maintain an orientation among both 
Program faculty and students that academics cannot be separated from 
conmun1ty needs--to continually offer assistance to the community and 
to be conscious of creating practical value in our work. 
a. The Program makes a point to recruit staff members that are 
actively involved in communities outside the University. This 
not only enables them to bring an added dimension to the class-
rrom but enables the Program to be more aware of and responsive 
to problems and issues that face Hawaii's ethnic conmunities. 
b. Through field trips students are taken off campus and into 
various communities to obtain direct contact with the people 
and experiences they are learning about. Action projects take 
this a step further in enabling students to ~ecome involved 
in understanding and helping to solve ethnic problems. 
SECotlDARY OBJECTIVES 
1. Develop a major in Ethnic Studies. 
2. Publish new materials, republish select materials. 
3. Open admissions to under-represented ethnic groups. 
4. Provide services to community colleges, high schools, etc. 
5. Maintain a functional resource center. 
6. Get our 200 level courses approved as social science core requirements. 
7. Open the unherity to the community. 
• DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
Hith approved changes up to April 7, 1975 
BASIC PRINCIPLES 
1. Course staffs and Steerin9 Committee representatives make a conmitment to fully 
discuss and struggle over points, rositions and issues. 
2. Once a program has ~een fully uiscussed and struggled over and the Steering 
Coll1ilittee reaches a decision, the decision is to be implemented by all members of 
the Program staff. 
3. Should the experience of a course staff, in the process of implementing a decision, 
indicate that the particular decision is detrimental to the Program or any part 
PROCESS 
of the Program, discussion on the item will be reopened by the Steering Committee 
following the same process that is followed to ori~inate discussion on an item. 
: Step r~umber 1
Any staff member may submit items for the Steering Committee to discuss through 
their course representative. 
Step Number Two 
The Steering Committee \'/ill develop its own aqentia. The representatives will 
however report to the staffs on all items that were su9gested for discussion. 
The intent is to alt.ow the aormiittee to decide uJhat it LJiZl discuss and the 
ol'deP in u1hioh it LJi1.l disausa the items - on the other hand, it assures that 
courses b1i.Zl be informed on aU matters that are raised for discussion and that 
those persons u1ho raise it fOl' diaoussion be infonned as to its status. 
Step Number Three 
All program items discussed by the Steering Committee will be presented for full 
discussion to each course. To facilitate this step: 
a. Representatives are to present a report on discussions in the Steering 
Committee as the final decision. 
b. The Steerin9 Committee should point out which items they consider to be 
priorities for discussion. 
Sten Number 4. 
Each course \'Ii 11 exercise discretion as to \•Jhat they t·,ant to discuss. The course 
representative can take his/her own position on items that the course staffs 
decide not to discuss and take a position on. 
The prtincipte is to allau, courses a:-:.scretion on 1;Jhethel' to disouss a'/,1, the 
points raised~ just the rmjol' points. It aUau,s the representative to take a 
position for the coUl'se based upon his/hel' assessment of what the position of the 
course wout.d be. When the representative takes his/her oi.>n position on an issue 




Step Mumber 5 
The responsibility of the r-~presentative is to present both the minority and the 
majority positions of the members of his/her staff at the Steering Committee -
meeting; but to defend the majority position Steering Committee members may shift' · 
their decision after thorough discussion and ideological struggle. If there 1s 
radically new information introduced, then the decision should be postponed until" · 
it can be reported back to the courses for further discussion and their decisions ·, 
;> 
Rationale 
Z. The Steering Cormr:ttee repreaentative should defend the majority position 
of the aow:ee even if he/she does not ag1?ee, however, he/she should not 
be held to the position of the staff if aftel' "thorough discussion and 
ideoZoeicaZ struggle'' ariother position seems to be more correct. 
2. The Steering Co'71Tlittee should be a "Leading body l'ather than simply a 
ztepl'ec;entative body. If membel'B are not aZZm.,ed to ahange positions 
after ~horugh discussion and atrruggl.e then this wil,1, restrain the leader-
ship of the cormiitte_e. It would no~ have the pm.,er to provide leadership, 
3. It is imporatant to develop correct line anf for representation to 1JJage 
struggle if they feel t'htit a position is incorrect and to change a 
position 'that is cOTl8idered to be inaorTect. 
4. If radicaZ.Zy new information is introduced, then the informa.tion should 
be taken baak to the staffs before a deaision is reached. 
Step Number 6 
The Steering Committee wili synthesize ideas and points raised from course 
discussion and positions and make a decision. 
Step Mumbe r 7 
Representatives are to report to the Steering Conmittee's discussion, decision and 
rationale for the decision to their respective courses. 
Each repl'f,sentative should aiso explain the reason f:Jr his/her deaision on 
the committee. 
Step Number 8 
Courses are to discuss and implement the decisions of the courses. The Steering 
Committee is responsible for seeing that the decisions are carried out . 
Rationale. When a deaision is made aftel' fu.H disaussion by the aourses and the 
Steering Committee the deaision t'htit is reached should stand and be implemented. 
If in practice the decision pl'oves detrimental we can reopen the discussion · 
in the same way in which discussion is initiated. 
Step Number 9. 
Each Staff member is entitled to attend Steering Committee meetings. Staff 
members should inform the Steering Committee when they want and plan to attend. 
Steering Committee meetings will be closed to non-staff members unless approv~d 
by the Steering Committee. Staff members are those persons who have been 




If an emergency arises and there is not enough time to call course staff meetings, 
· The Steering Committee can meet and make a decision on the issue. Each committee 
. member should get input from his/her staff on the issue: 
1. Staff members should be contacted and urged to attend the meeting. 
2. The issue should be discussed with those who will not be able to attend the 
meeting, before the meeting. The Steering Committee representative should 
then discuss the decision with his/her staff at the next opportune time. 
Rationale: If the Steering Corrmittee is to be a responsible blodyJ it should be 
the one to make urgent deoisions. Otheruise, the responsible 1.i1e "ll10UZd be 
dslegating it, 1r1ould only be taken. The Steering Committee is the most 
lof}iaal body to make those deaisions since it is z,epPesentative of aU. the 
cota"ses. Deaisions should be rtKZde along the lines of the pri.nciles of the 
Program. 
REPRESENTATION 
1. Each course will elect a leading person and an alternate to represent them on the 
Steering Committee, the ES 200 Staff will elect two representatives and two 
alternates. 
2. Membership on the Steering Committee shall be composed of one (1) representative 
for each course, with the exception of the ES 200 course which will have two (2) 
representatives. Each course shall have only one (1) vote on the Steering 
Conmittee decisions. 
3. Representatives are subject to recall by the course staff at any time. 
4. Each course shall review their course representatives based on cr1teria/self-
criteria and select a representative every semester and sunmer. 
QUORUM 
#3 and #4 insure that t'lwre is a means for removal of representatives bJ their 
respective staffs and also that other developing people can be chosen foz, the 
Steer-ing Corrmittee. 
A quorum of the Steering Committee shall consist of representatives from seven 
. different staffs. 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
l. One program review shall be held per semester which will include evaluation of 
the Steering Committee's work .
. 2. General Meetings will be called when major ideological and political decisions 
are to be made. 
3. The dates for the meetings will be posted in the office . Agendas will be 
available from the Steering Conmittee representatives or Berta. 
.. 
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CRITERIA 
l. Conmitment o and the carrying out of Program goals and objectives. 
2. Conmitment o and the carrying out of course goals and objectives. 
Plays active and ccmstr'Uctive role in Pespeative courses striving not unly 
for- commitment but al.so the implementation. 
3. Shown in practice the application of learnipg ·from theory and practice in mass 
work. 
a. Shown developinq ability to initiate action in political work. 
b. Developing an understanding of present conditions in Hawaii and the world, 
c. Developing ability to distinguish between and understand differences in 
positions. 
d. Has experience in: 
1) Integrating with the masses 
2) Investigating and assessing conditions 
3) Cultivating people 
4) Providing leadership 
5) Serving as an exemplary model 
Leadership and the abilities above are developmental processes rather 
than skills that are attained, and once having attained the process. 
However, this should not mean that the Steering Committee is "training 
ground." The Steering Committee is a leadership body and should be 
comprised of the most qualified leaders. 
4. Committed to learn and apply Dialectical and Historical ~1aterialfsm. 
5. Practices collective work methods 
-Disciplined in work (e.g. work methods) 
6. Should be willing and able to provide suffic:ent time and commitment to Steering 
Comnittee responsibilities. 
7. Willingness to initiate and practice criticism/self-criticism. 
- GUIDE~INE CRITERIA FOR HIRING 
The followinQ should be used as guideline criteria by all courses in the 
hfrfng of Lab Leaders and Instructors: 
1. POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE: 
a. C6r.)::1itment to Hawaii (plans to stay) and to bring about 
rrJgrL : sive social chanqc 
b. · Level of dr-vr>lopment - past c\nd present ~tudy/practfce; 
movc:1ent g;~oup and work area practice. 
c. Contact - open to M-L-M theory and philosophy. 
2. ACCEPTANCE OF METHODS OF WORK: 
Discipline, collective decision-making; basis for struggle; 
criticism/self-criticism; accountability to course staff 
.and Program. 
3. COURSE MATERIAL rm AHALYSIS: 
Knowledge of course material, acceptance of course analysis 
4. TIME COMMITMENT: 
Will make the time commitment necessary for work in the course. 
5. POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS: 
a. Enthusiasm~ sincerity, dedication, etc., in working for the 
Program goals. 1 
b. Willingness to struggle. 
c. Concet .for others 
d. Independence, self-reliance 
e. Confidence. 
6. ETHNIC BACKGROUND: 
Where applicable to the course. 
7. EXPERIENCE: 
a. l~ork 
b. Academic skills (writing/research) 
c. Group affiliations 
d. Travel 
e. Ability to convey ideas to others 
